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Forest production efficiency (FPE) metric describes how efficiently the assimilated carbon is
partitioned into plants organs (biomass production, BP) or—more generally—for the pro-
duction of organic matter (net primary production, NPP). We present a global analysis of the
relationship of FPE to stand-age and climate, based on a large compilation of data on gross
primary production and either BP or NPP. FPE is important for both forest production and
atmospheric carbon dioxide uptake. We find that FPE increases with absolute latitude, pre-
cipitation and (all else equal) with temperature. Earlier findings—FPE declining with age—are
also supported by this analysis. However, the temperature effect is opposite to what would be
expected based on the short-term physiological response of respiration rates to temperature,
implying a top-down regulation of carbon loss, perhaps reflecting the higher carbon costs of
nutrient acquisition in colder climates. Current ecosystem models do not reproduce this
phenomenon. They consistently predict lower FPE in warmer climates, and are therefore likely
to overestimate carbon losses in a warming climate.
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Autotrophic respiration releases to the atmosphere abouthalf (∼60 PgC yr−1) of the carbon fixed annually byphotosynthesis1. Forest ecosystems are the largest carbon
sink on land, taking up about 3.5 ± 1.0 PgC yr−1 (2008–2017) on
average2. A small change in the proportion of carbon losses, for
example due to climate change, would strongly affect the net
carbon balance of the biosphere. Predicting the autotrophic
component of the carbon balance of forests under changing cli-
mate requires understanding of how much atmospheric CO2 is
assimilated through photosynthesis (gross primary production,
GPP), how much is released due to plant metabolism (auto-
trophic respiration, Ra), how efficiently plants use assimilated
carbon for the production of organic matter (net primary pro-
duction, NPP), and how organic carbon is partitioned into plant
organs (biomass production, BP) versus other less stable forms—
which include soluble organic compounds exuded to the rhizo-
sphere or stored as reserves, and biogenic volatile organic com-
pounds (BVOCs) emitted to the atmosphere3.
The climate sensitivity of the terrestrial carbon cycle can be
benchmarked using ratios between these fluxes across a range of
climates. We focus here on the ratio of NPP to GPP, the so called
carbon use efficiency (CUE=NPP/GPP) and of BP to GPP,
called biomass production efficiency (BPE= BP/GPP). The two
concepts are close, but not identical4,5. BPE is substantially easier
to obtain, because the additional fluxes that constitute NPP are
notoriously difficult to measure. For this reason, there are far
more data available on BPE, while uncertainties associated with
both BP and NPP measurement make it impossible to distinguish
them in large data compilations. Therefore, we assessed estimates
of both BPE and CUE as a single metric, hereafter called forest
production efficiency (FPE), but making distinctions between
them when needed and when possible.
Over 20 years ago, the debate about spatial gradients of forest
CUE seemed to be resolved by Waring et al.6, who found CUE to
be nearly constant (0.47 ± 0.04: here and elsewhere, ± denotes one
standard deviation) across temperate and boreal forest stands
(n= 12). The assumption of a universal value for CUE—implying
a tight coupling of whole-plant respiration to photosynthesis—
has obvious practical convenience, and numerous vegetation
models have adopted it5. Many complex process-based vegetation
models, however, assume decoupling of photosynthesis and
respiration, with the latter driven by temperature7 and biomass8
—implying that CUE must vary with changing environmental
conditions. There is no general, observationally based consensus
as to which of these two (mutually incompatible) model
assumptions is nearer to the truth. One study found that BPE is
greater at higher soil fertility4, perhaps because less carbon needs
to be allocated for nutrient acquisition. Forest management9,
stand age10 and climate11,12 have also been reported to influence
CUE and BPE.
Here we revisit the global patterns of forest CUE and BPE
considering multiple controls and the potential effects of meth-
odological uncertainty, based on a large global set of data on
forest CUE and/or BPE (n= 244), spanning environments ran-
ging from the tropical lowlands to high latitudes and high alti-
tudes (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Overall, we find that FPE decreases with age and increases with
site factors such as annual air temperature, total annual pre-
cipitation and absolute latitude.
Results
FPE is not a universal constant. Results show that both CUE
(0.47 ± 0.13; range 0.24–0.71; n= 47) and BPE (0.46 ± 0.12; range
0.22–0.79; n= 197) have large variability; therefore, neither can be
assumed to be uniform (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2). CUE
and BPE are statistically indistinguishable in our dataset because
of uncertainties associated with both quantities (±0.39 for CUE
and ±0.16 for BPE: see Methods). Overall, the average FPE in our
dataset (0.46 ± 0.12; range 0.22–0.79; n= 244) is statistically
indistinguishable from that provided by Waring et al.6, but its
standard deviation is three times larger (Methods and ref. 5).
Different GPP estimation methods produced slightly different
distributions (Fig. 2a), with median values ranging from 0.42
(scaling; upscaling of chamber-based measurements) through 0.48
(micrometeorological; ecosystem-scale CO2 flux measurements) to
0.48 (model; process-based models) (see Methods for definitions).
Stand age had a further effect on FPE, as shown by the differing
median CUE and BPE values of stands in intermediate (in the
forestry sense, i.e. 20–60 years) and younger age classes, with FPE
varying from 0.52 (age class <20 years) to 0.42 (age class >60
years) (Fig. 2b). Figure 3 shows how the data compare to those
published by Waring et al.6. The small variability of CUE reported
by Waring et al.6 was already noted by Medlyn & Dewar13 as
untypical, and artificially constrained by the method used to cal-
culate CUE. Medlyn & Dewar13 suggested a 0.31–0.59 range as
being realistic. Figure 3 also indicates systematically lower CUE
than Waring et al.6 for forests with GPP <∼2000 gCm−2 yr−1,
especially in forests in the old age class; and a tendency to higher
values for forests with GPP >∼2000 gCm−2 yr−1 and in the
young age class.
Factors controlling FPE variability. We used mixed-effects
multiple linear regression to infer the multiple drivers of the
spatial pattern of FPE. This method separates the contribution of
every predictor variable included in the analysis, even if they are
correlated to some degree (Methods). Four predictors—out of an
initial selection of eleven (listed in Methods)—proved to be
important: stand age (age, years), mean annual temperature
(MAT, °C), total annual precipitation (TAP, mm year−1) and
absolute latitude (|lat|, °), all included as fixed effects (Fig. 4). The
method used to measure GPP (GPP method)—was included as a
random effect (Table 1, Eq. (1)).
The use of multiple regression was essential for this analysis.
Simple correlations between FPE and individual predictors
showed no significant effects, while there were significant
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Fig. 1 Carbon use efficiency vs. biomass production efficiency. Density
plot of carbon use efficiency (CUE, red line, n= 47) and biomass
production efficiency (BPE, blue line, n= 197) data from all available data.
The vertical lines are medians.
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The final model with four fixed effects is:
FPE ¼ β0 þ β1MATþ β2ageþ β3TAPþ β4 latj j þ ηZGPPMeth þ ε
ð1Þ
where β0 is the intercept, β1–β4 are the estimated sensitivities of
FPE to MAT, stand age, TAP and |lat|; ηZGPPMeth is a random
intercept for two distinguishable ‘GPPmethod’ classes and ε is the
residual (Table 1). The model could not be further reduced at a
5% test level, i.e. omitting any one of these predictors yielded a
significantly different model. Supplementary Table 2 lists the
combinations that were tried.
We examined random effects from three methods to estimate
GPP (Methods). The methods biometric and scaling constituted a
single class, while GPP values determined from micrometeor-
ological measurements were systematically higher (thus FPE was
systematically lower). The multiple regression model explained
30% of the variance in the observed FPE values. Given the large
uncertainty in the estimation of NPP and GPP values, and the
structural and physiological diversity of the forests, this value was
unexpectedly high.
We could not fit an independent statistical model for CUE,
because there were too few sites with NPP (n= 31) measure-
ments. Furthermore, adding a random intercept for the two
categories (CUE or BPE) to Eq. (1) yielded almost identical
values, of 0.47 for CUE and 0.46 for BPE.
We also applied the mixed-effects multiple regression model to
the TRENDY v.7 outputs of eight Dynamic Global Vegetation
Models (DGVMs) to examine whether the multivariate relation-
ships shown for the FPE data could also be seen in the model
simulations, in order to test whether the observed pattern would
also emerge from the processes representations in the models. We
originally aimed to use the same mixed-effects linear model, at
the locations of the data points to fit the simulated FPE. However,
because these DGVMs do not consider forest age, we had to alter
the model equation to:
FPE ¼ μ0 þ μ1MATþ μ2TAPþ μ3 latj j þ ηZModel þ ε ð2Þ
Neither this model, nor any model that could be derived from
it, fulfilled the conditions of normally distributed residuals. In
other words, the simulations did not represent a common
emergent relationship consistent with the data. The most likely
explanation is that the models use different parameters (and even
sometimes different functional relationships) for different biomes,
so that no general relationship applying across all forest types can
be expected to emerge. This phenomenon is evident from Fig. 5
where many models show discontinuities in CUE.
CUE outputs from the TRENDY v.7 model ensemble,
produced by the eight DGVMs, consistently showed a negative
relationship with MAT—opposite to that shown by our analysis.
The slope (∂CUE/∂MAT) estimated from data was +0.006 °C−1
(see Table 1); the slopes from models ranged from –0.0025 °C−1
for LPJ-GUESS to –0.0098 °C−1 for SDGVM (Fig. 5). The average
slope across the eight models was –0.005 °C−1. All models
showed high CUE for boreal forests and low CUE for tropical
forests, but with considerable variation among models (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). The modelled CUE values agree well with the
data only in temperate regions (MAT 5–15 °C, n= 156), but
differ greatly in boreal (MAT < 5 °C, n= 35) and tropical (MAT
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Fig. 2 Effects of GPP method and age on FPE variability. a Forest production efficiency (FPE) density plots for three subsets of data where the GPP was
estimated with three different methods (micrometeorological, red line, n= 98; scaling, blue line, n= 73; and models, green line, n= 53). The vertical lines
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the present work dataset vs. Waring et al.6. Scatter
plot of net primary production (NPP, gC m−2 yr−1) or biomass production
(BP, gC m−2 yr−1) versus gross primary production (GPP, gC m−2 yr−1)
(n= 228). Open circles: BP, filled circles: NPP. Stars represent data points
fromWaring et al.6. The line marked with W98 represents a CUE (i.e. NPP/
GPP) of 0.47. Age classes are marked by colours (see top left of the figure);
NA stands for ‘age not available’. The uncertainty (gC m−2 yr−1) of the data
points is indicated by bars (for data uncertainty see Methods).
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Discussion
The empirical ranges of CUE and BPE and age effects on FPE.
Under some extreme circumstances, the carbon flux to mycor-
rhizae and root exudates can constitute as much as 50% of daily
assimilation14 or as much as 30% of annual NPP15,16. While in
nonstressed conditions BVOCs consume a small fraction (∼5% or
less) of annual NPP, under stressed conditions and in hot cli-
mates, BVOC emissions can consume 15–50% of annual
NPP17,18. Thus CUE– if not equal to BPE –, should always be
larger than BPE. In our dataset, in those cases where both could
be estimated, CUE was larger than the estimated BPE in seven out
of thirteen cases (Supplementary Information, Supplementary
Table 3). In the remaining cases, the estimated CUE was statis-
tically indistinguishable from BPE. This finding suggests that the
fraction of these unaccounted organic carbon flows varies sub-
stantially among forests.
Statistically fitted values of BPE and CUE ranged between 0.27
(−0.04) and 0.58 (+0.04). The numbers in parentheses for CUE
and BPE reflect our estimates of methodological bias (random
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Fig. 4 Predicted FPE vs. single effects of environmental and structural variables. Predictions of the mixed linear model for single fixed effects (Eq. (1)),
given the other independent variables constant at their average values for that GPP method category. The dashed lines represent confidence intervals at
the 0.05 and 0.95 levels calculated with the function ‘predict Interval’ of the R-package ‘merTools’.
Table 1 Parameters of the mixed-effects multiple regression model (Eq. (1)).
Estimate Std Error df t value p value Significance
Random intercepts
‘Micromet’ 0.23
‘Scaling | biometric’ 0.14
Intercept (β0) Slopes: 0.19 0.106 24 1.77 0.09 n.s.
MAT (β1) 0.0060 0.0025 136 2.45 0.016 *
age (β2) −0.00038 0.000116 136 −3.28 0.0013 **
TAP (β3) 6.8E–5 2.07E–05 136 3.28 0.0014 **
|lat| (β4) 0.0039 0.0016 136 2.45 0.016 *
Parameter estimate of coefficients in Eq. (1) and their standard errors (Std. Error), degrees of freedoms (df), t- and p values of the two-sided t-test and the ANOVA (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
The squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the squared Spearman’s correlation values are both equal to 0.31.
MAT mean annual temperature, age stand age, TAP total annual precipitation, |lat| absolute latitude.
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values in the dataset lie within the allowable range according to
Amthor19, reflecting maximum growth with minimum expendi-
ture (0.65) and minimum growth with maximum maintenance
costs (0.2). The remaining 8% of the data exceed the upper bound
given in ref. 19. However, no values below 0.2 were found, and it
seems likely such values cannot be physiologically sustained by
plants for long periods8. They might be encountered in moribund
stands, unlikely to be sampled (perhaps an example of survivor-
ship bias, or the desk drawer problem’20). However, values >0.65
apparently can (temporarily) occur in young, actively growing
forests.
Age- or size-related declines in both GPP, NPP and FPE (as
CUE or BPE) have been reported in earlier studies9,11,21,22 but a
decline in FPE is shown unequivocally here (slope ∂FPE/∂age=
−0.0004 yr−1), based on a larger dataset than previously
analysed23–25 (Fig. 4 and Table 1). This decline could have
several contributory causes. First, the longer transport pathway
for water in taller trees can result in more closed stomata (to
avoid xylem cavitation) and therefore reduced GPP26, with no
corresponding reduction in Ra, at least in the short-term27.
Second, larger trees may respire more because of their greater
sapwood volume and mass per unit leaf area8,28,29, leading to
increased Ra (for the maintenance of living sapwood tissues) and
reduced NPP relative to GPP. Third, soil fertility declines due to
nutrient immobilization as stands age30; this is consistent with
observations of an increased ratio of fine-root-to-leaf-carbon, and
reduced nitrogen concentration in soils10,31. Ontogenetic shifts
from structural biomass to reserve allocation, and structural and
resource limitations in older stands, are also all expected to
decrease production efficiency32. Conversely, reducing plant
competition and rejuvenating stands through forest management
should tend to increase both CUE and BPE9,33. At the stand scale,
closing canopies may contribute further to reducing or stabilizing
the GPP34 of individual trees. It is also likely that young trees
allocate more carbon to biomass growth as they compete for light
and nutrients; while older trees invest more in maintenance of
their existing biomass, and prioritize the chemical defence of that
biomass, relative to acquisition of new biomass35,36.
An additional hypothesis37 invokes an increase in nonstruc-
tural carbohydrates (NSC) allocation as trees grow. NSC is a
substantial carbon pool, containing in some cases up to four times
the carbon content of leaves in the canopy and increasing as trees
increase in size38. An increased flux to NSC however would imply
a reduced BPE, but not a reduced CUE.
Environmental effects on FPE. The increase in FPE with
increasing annual precipitation, to our knowledge, has not been
noted previously. Higher TAP results in increasing soil water
availability and greater stomatal openness, which might imply
increased photosynthesis. There is no direct evidence that water
availability influences autotrophic respiration; on the other
hand, respiration has been found to increase with drought39.
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Fig. 5 Modelled TRENDY v.7 CUE and growth temperature patterns. Density plots (i.e. frequency of forest carbon use efficiency (CUE) value divided by
the total number of grid cells of simulated CUE derived from the following TRENDY v.7 process-based models: ISAM, JULES, LPJ-GUESS, CABLE-POP,
ORCHIDEE, ORCHIDEE-CNP, JSBACH and SDGVM, averaged from 1995 to 2015 as function of MAT (°C). In the last (right bottom) density plot, data
points extracted from coordinates and times of observed sites and used to plot the simulated CUE as function of MAT from the eight TRENDY v.7 models.
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With increasing TAP, photosynthesis might be expected to
increase faster than plant respiration, leading to higher CUE
and BPE.
The increase of FPE with absolute latitude has also, to our
knowledge, not been described before. Higher latitudes experi-
ence longer days in summer. The diffuse fraction also increases
with the path-length of radiation through the atmosphere. Both
effects might be expected to increase the radiation use efficiency
of GPP. While high irradiances in the tropics leads to saturation
of photosynthesis in the uppermost leaf layers40, they also allow
for higher leaf area to utilize the transmitted radiation in the
relatively short daylight hours. Higher leaf area also implies
higher Ra and lower FPE. The latitude effect compensates for the
MAT effect, because these two variables are negatively correlated.
Despite the correlation, the linear mixed model is able to
distinguish between the individual effects of MAT and |lat|. This
can be demonstrated by comparison of high-latitude with high-
elevation sites at the same MAT. The effects of radiation are
incorporated in vegetation models which, therefore, could in
principle represent radiation regime effects on FPE.
Moreover, as far as we know, the observed increase in FPE with
mean annual temperature has not previously reported. This
increase is opposite to what would be expected based on the
instantaneous responses of photosynthesis and plant maintenance
respiration as described in textbooks41 and assumed in many
process-based models (Fig. 5). The instantaneous response of
maintenance respiration to a temperature change is steeper than
that of photosynthesis42. Moreover, under natural conditions
photosynthesis is commonly limited by light, while respiration is
not. However, the instantaneous response of autotrophic
respiration rate is largely irrelevant here because of the longer
time scale. A long line of investigations, starting with Gifford43,
has shown the ubiquity of respiratory thermal acclimation,
whereby the effect of increased growth temperature on enzyme
kinetics is offset by a lowering of the base rate44. This acclimation
takes place on a time scale of days to weeks1. Genetic adaptation
throughout multiple generations is expected to proceed in the
same direction (for definitions and distinctions between acclima-
tion and adaptation see ref. 45). One consequence of these
processes is that observed rates of maintenance respiration vary
with temperature (in both space and time) far less steeply than
would be expected based on the instantaneous response of
enzyme kinetics46. This has been shown comprehensively in
leaves, and is likely to apply to all plant tissues1. Moreover, the
ratio of respiration to carboxylation capacity, assessed at growth
temperature, is slightly but significantly larger in colder
climates46.
He et al.47 found—in contrast to our results—a latitudinal
pattern with higher CUE at high latitudes declining nonlinearly
with increasing MAT and stabilizing at increasing TAP. These
results were obtained using an ‘emergent constraint’ method to
narrow the range of global mean carbon use efficiency values
produced by an ensemble of ecosystem models. The observed
correlation between simulated global and site-specific CUE was
used to translate the probability distribution of observed site CUE
into a distribution of global CUE. This method’s validity,
however, depends on the models correctly representing the
relationship between site-specific and global CUE. Thus, the
findings of ref. 47 could simply reflect the standard assumption of
models that Ra increases with temperature more steeply than
GPP42. We have shown the same patterns here in all of the
TRENDY v.7 ensemble simulations (Fig. 5) but our analysis
shows that the underlying assumption is incorrect.
Adaptive mechanisms, potentially contributing to respiratory
thermal acclimation, include changes in the physiology and
growth of active tissues (i.e. the relation between assimilating and
non-assimilating tissues) and changes in the amount of enzymes
and their activation states to match substrate availability42,48.
Heat tolerance in leaves has also been found to increase linearly
with temperature and to decrease with absolute latitude49.
Therefore, a simple explanation for the increase of FPE with
temperature might be that plants can achieve the same function at
a higher temperature with smaller amounts of enzymes, thereby
decreasing the respiratory losses incurred during the maintenance
of catalytic capacity. Especially low FPE in boreal forests could be
the consequence of greater allocation of assimilates to nutrient
acquisition (via root exudation and exports to mycorrhizae) in
cold soils where microbial activity is much lower than in tropical
forests31,50. Low FPE in cold climates may also reflect the need to
repair tissues affected by frost damage51.
Whole-plant constraints and consequences for modelling.
Amthor19 derived an upper bound of 0.65 for CUE, based on a
rough quantification of the minimum respiratory costs for plants
to function. His lower bound of 0.2 was based on the need for a
sufficiently positive carbon balance to have minimum photo-
synthesis to survive and to allow trees to compensate for tissue
turnover, reproduction and mortality. However, most CUE values
lie within narrower bounds, suggesting the existence of additional
regulatory mechanisms at the whole-plant scale. Gifford43 noted
that autotrophic respiration and primary production are inter-
dependent, because carbon must be assimilated before it is
respired, while respiration is required for the growth and main-
tenance of tissues. He opined that: ‘Plant respiratory regulation is
too complex for a mechanistic representation in current terres-
trial productivity models for carbon accounting and global
change research’ and indicated a preference for simpler approa-
ches that capture the essence of the process. The opposite view
was expressed by Thornley52, who argued that: ‘attempting to
grasp and pin down complexity is often the first step to finding a
way through a labyrinth’. Without taking a position on this
controversy, we note that the standard approach in most of
today’s land ecosystem models, or more generally in vegetation
models—where maintenance respiration per unit of respiring
tissue is typically determined as a fixed basal rate at a standard
temperature (commonly 15 or 20 C°), increasing with the sub-
strate and temperature according to a fixed Q10 factor or
Arrhenius-type equation—cannot generate the positive response
of CUE or BPE to growth temperature observed in our study.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the presence of discontinuities in
CUE probably represents an attempt to sidestep an inevitable
consequence of this incorrect approach. Unless plant functional
types from warmer environments are assigned lower basal
maintenance respiration rates, modelled CUE becomes implau-
sibly low in warm climates. However, the idea of assigning fixed
basal maintenance respiration rates to plant types has no obser-
vational or experimental basis.
In contrast, the use of production efficiency concepts in
models seems well motivated53, provided they are not assumed
to be constant across different stands and environments.
Production efficiency is a valuable unifying concept for the
analysis of forest carbon budgets. Although more variable than
was once thought, FPE appears to be a relatively conservative
quantity, subject to inherent biological constraints, that has
demonstrable relationships to stand development, latitude and
climate. The possible explanations for the observed global multi-
factorial pattern in FPE give rise to hypotheses on how
vegetation models might incorporate whole-plant regulation
mechanisms of the carbon losses for a given stand. The
demonstrated empirical pattern should then be used to constrain
new model developments.
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Methods
Definitions of terms. GPP is defined here as ‘the sum of gross carbon fixation
(carboxylation minus photorespiration) by autotrophic carbon-fixing tissues per
unit area and time54. GPP is expressed as mass of organic carbon produced per unit
area and time, over at least one year. NPP consists of all organic carbon that is
fixed, but not respired over a given time period54:
NPP ¼ GPP Ra ¼ ΔBþ Lþ F þ H þ O ¼ BPþ O ð3Þ
with all terms expressed in unit of mass of carbon per unit area and time. Ra is
autotrophic respiration (composed of growth and maintenance respiration com-
ponents); ΔB is the annual change in standing biomass carbon; litter production
(roots, leaves and woody debris) is L; fruit production is F; the loss to herbivores is
H, which was not accounted here because of the very limited number of obser-
vations available. BP is biomass production4. Symbol O represents occult, carbon
flows, i.e. all other allocations of assimilated carbon, including changes in the
nonstructural carbohydrate pool, root exudates, carbon subsidies to symbiotic
fungi (mycorrhizae) or bacteria (e.g. nitrogen fixers), and BVOCs emissions
(Supplementary Fig. 1). These ‘occult’ components are often ignored or unac-
counted when estimating NPP, hence this bias is necessarily propagated into the Ra
estimate when Ra is calculated as the difference between GPP and NPP55.
Estimation methods. We grouped the ‘methods’ into four categories:
● biometric: direct tree stock measurements, or proxy data together with
biomass expansion factors, allometric equations and the stock change as a BP
component. If not otherwise stated, we assumed that the values included both
above- and below-ground plant parts (n= 13 for GPP; n= 200 for NPP
or BP).
● micrometeorological: micrometeorological flux measurements using the eddy-
covariance technique to measure CO2 flux and partitioning methods to
estimate ecosystem respiration and GPP (n= 98 for GPP; n= 4 for NPP
or BP).
● model: model applications ranging from single mathematical equations (for
canopy photosynthesis and whole-tree respiration) to more complex
mechanistic process-based models to estimate GPP and Ra, with NPP as the
net difference between them (n= 53 for GPP; n= 24 for NPP or BP).
● scaling: upscaling of chamber-based measurements of assimilation and
respiration (GPP and Ra) fluxes at the organ scale, or the entire stand (n=
73 for GPP; n= 9 for NPP or BP).
The difference between ‘scaling’ and ‘modelling’ lies in the data used. In the case
of ‘scaling’ the data were derived from measurements at the site. ‘Model’ means
that a dynamic process-based model was used, but with parameters calibrated and
optimized at the site, based on either biometric or micrometeorological
measurements.
Data selection. The data were obtained from more than 300 peer-reviewed articles
(see also ref. 5), adding, merging and extending published works worldwide on
CUE or BPE4,9,11,23,25,56,57. Data were extracted from the text, Tables or directly
from Figures using the Unix software g3data (version 1.5.2, Jonas Frantz). In most
studies, NPP, BP and GPP were estimated for the tree stand only. However, GPP
estimated from CO2 flux by micrometeorological methods applies to the entire
stand including ground vegetation. We therefore included only those micro-
meteorological studies where the forest stand was the dominant primary producer.
The database contains 244 records (197 for BPE and 47 for CUE) from >100 forest
sites (including planted, managed, recently burned, N-fertilized, irrigated and
artificially CO2-fertilized forests; Supplementary Information, Supplementary Fig. 3
and online Materials; https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3953478), representing 89
different tree species. Globally, 170 records out of the total data are from temperate
sites, 51 from boreal, and 23 for tropical sites, corresponding to 79 deciduous
broad-leaf (DBF), 14 evergreen broad-leaf (EBF), 132 evergreen needle-leaf (ENF)
and 19 mixed-forests records (MX). The majority of the data (∼93%) cover the
time-span from 1995 to 2015. We assume that when productivity data came from
biometric measurements the reported NPP would have to be considered as BP
because ‘occult’, nonstructural and secondary carbon compounds (e.g. BVOCs or
exudates) are not included. In some cases, multiple datasets from the same site
were included, covering different years or published by different authors. We
considered only those values where either NPP (or BP) and GPP referred to the
same year. From studies where data were available from more than 1 year, mean
values across years were calculated. When the same reference for data was found in
different papers or collected in different databases, where possible, we used data
from the original source. When different authors described the same values for the
same site, one single reference (and value) was used (in principle the oldest one).
By using only commonly available environmental drivers to analyse the spatial
variability in CUE and BPE, we were able to include almost all of the data that we
found in the literature. We examined as potential predictors site-level effects of:
average stand age (n= 204; range from 5 to ∼500 years), mean annual temperature
(MAT; n= 230; range −6.5 to 27.1 °C) and total annual precipitation (TAP; n=
232; range from ∼125 to ∼3500 mm yr−1), method of determination (n= 237),
geographic location (latitude and longitude; n= 241, 64°07′N to −42°52′S and 155°
70′W to −173°28′E), elevation (n= 217; 5–2800 m, above sea level), leaf area index
(LAI, n= 117; range from 0.4 to 13 m2 m−2), treatment (e.g.: ambient or artificially
increased atmospheric CO2 concentration; n= 34), disturbance type (e.g.: fire n=
6; management n= 55), and the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
(IGBP) vegetation classification and biomes (n= 244), as reported in the published
articles (online Materials). The methods by which GPP, NPP, BP (and Ra) were
determined were included as random effects in a number of possible mixed-effects
linear regression models (Supplementary Table 4).
We excluded from statistical analysis all data where GPP and NPP were
determined based on assumptions (e.g. data obtained using fixed fractions of NPP
or Ra of GPP). In just one case GPP was estimated as the sum of upscaled Ra and
NPP58; however, this study was excluded from the statistical analysis. NPP or Ra
estimates obtained by process-based models (n= 23) were also not included in the
statistical analysis. No information was available on prior natural disturbance
events (biotic and abiotic, e.g. insect herbivore and pathogen outbreaks, and
drought) that could in principle modify production efficiency, apart from fire. The
occurrence of fire was reported by only a few studies59–61. These data were
included in the database but fire, as an explanatory factor, was not considered due
to the small number of samples in which it was reported (n= 6).
Data uncertainty. Uncertainties of GPP, NPP and BP data were all computed
following the method based on expert judgment as described in Luyssaert et al.55.
First, ‘gross’ uncertainty in GPP (gC m−2 yr−1) was calculated as 500+ 7.1 × (70−|
lat|) gC m−2 yr−1 and gross uncertainties in NPP and BP (gC m−2 yr−1) were
calculated as 350+ 2.9 × (70−|lat|). The absolute value of uncertainty thus
decreases linearly with increasing latitude for GPP and for NPP and BP, because we
assumed that the uncertainty is relative to the magnitude of the flux, which also
decreases with increasing |lat|. Subsequently, as in Luyssaert et al.55, uncertainty
was further reduced considering the methodology used to obtain each variable, by a
method-specific factor (from 0 to 1, final uncertainty (δ)= gross uncertainty ×
method-specific factor). Luyssaert et al.55 reported for GPP-Micromet a method-
specific factor of 0.3 (i.e. gross uncertainty is reduced by 70% for micro-
meteorological measurements); and for GPP-Model, 0.6. GPP-Scaling and GPP-
Biometric were not explicitly considered in ref. 55 for GPP. We we used values of
0.8 and 0.3, respectively. For BP-Biometric and NPP-Micromet we used a reduc-
tion factor of 0.3; for NPP-Model, 0.6; and for NPP-Scaling (as obtained from
chamber-based Ra measurements), 0.8. When GPP and/or NPP or BP methods
were not known (n= 7), a factor of 1 (i.e. no reduction of uncertainty for methods
used, hence maximum uncertainty) was used. The absolute uncertainties on CUE
(δCUE) and BPE (δBPE) were considered as the weighted means62 by error pro-











and similarly for δBPE, by substituting NPP with BP and CUE with BPE.
Data and model selection. The CUE and BPE data were combined into a single
variable, as sites for which both types of estimates existed did not show any
significant differences between these entities (Supplementary Fig. 2). CUE values
based on modelling were excluded (in our database we do not have BPE data from
modelling). Tests showed that the CUE value was systematically higher when GPP
was estimated with micrometeorological methods, compared to values based on
biometric or scaling methods. Only data with complete information on CUE,
MAT, age, TAP, and latitude were used. Altogether, 142 observations were selected.
In order to use the most complete information possible, a full additive model
was constructed first (Eq. (1)). The method used for estimation of GPP (GPPmeth)
was specified as a random effect on the intercept, as visual inspection suggested
that CUE values were smaller where ‘scaling’ was used to estimate GPP compared
to cases where ‘micromet’ was used to estimate GPP.
In Eq. (1) the variable ‘age’ represents the development status of the vegetation,
i.e. either average age of the canopy forming trees or the period since the last major
disturbance. The other three parameters represent different aspects of the climate.
The absolute latitude, |lat|, was chosen as a proxy of radiation climate, i.e. day
length and the seasonality of daily radiation. The term ηZGPPMeth represents the
random effect on the intercept due to the different methods of estimating GPP.
These variables were not independent (Supplementary Table 1). If the different
driver variables contain information that is not included in any of the other driver
variables, multiple linear regression is nonetheless able to separate the individual
effects. If, on the contrary, two variables exert essentially the same effect on the
response variable (CUE) this can be seen in an ANOVA based model comparison.
These considerations led us to the selection procedure in which we started with the
full model (Eq. (1)) and compared it with all possible reduced models
(Supplementary Table 2). The result of this analysis is the model with the smallest
number of parameters that does not significantly differ from the full model.
We also examined, whether there were any significant interactions of predictor
variables. There were not.
We used the R function lmer from the R-package lme463 to fit the mixed and
ordinary multiple linear models to the data. We checked for potential problems of
multicollinearity using the variance inflation factor (VIF)64. All predictors had VIF
< 5 (between 1.1 and 3.8).The model residuals were also tested for normality (using
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the Anderson-Darling test of non-normality, in the R-package nortest65). For
models that did not take a random intercept regarding ‘GPPmeth’ into account
(16–30 in Supplementary Table 2) the Anderson-Darling test found significant
deviation from normality of the model residuals, hence these models were excluded
from the analysis. The remaining models were compared with one another using
the function ANOVA of the R-package lmerTest66. This resulted in a 15 × 15
matrix of model comparisons in which the full model turned out to be significantly
different from all other models.
The same analysis was also performed with a log-transformed version of Eq. (1):
log FPEð Þ ¼ β00 þ β01ln MATþ 7:5ð Þ þ β02 ln ageð Þ
þ β03ln TAPð Þ þ β04ln latj jð Þ þ η0ZGPPmeth þ ε
ð5Þ
where 7.5 °C was added to MAT in order to make its minimum 1 °C. Note that the
linear model from the log-transformed variables differs from the untransformed
linear model. The coefficients, here noted with a prime, can be interpreted on the
basis of the back-transformed model. Contrary to the untransformed linear model
where effects are additive, the back-transformed model is a multiplicative effect
model, with the slope parameters as exponents for each variable and the intercept
(β00 as power of e). As with the untransformed model, negative slope parameter
values lower CUE, positive increase it with increasing driver variable values.
The results from this analysis were, as with the original additive model (Eq. (1)),
(i) the full model could not be reduced any further and (ii) the directions of the
effects were the same as with the additive model, i.e. the predicted CUE increased
with increasing MAT, TAP and |lat| but decreased with increasing age.
The AIC and BIC values were lower for the log-transformed model compared to
the untransformed model, with AIC values of −169.7 and −157.2 and BIC values
of −149.0 and −136.5 for the log-transformed and untransformed models,
respectively. The coefficients and model performance parameters of the
untransformed and the log-transformed models are shown in Table 1 and
Supplementary Table 4. The adjusted squared correlation coefficients were similar:
0.306 for the untransformed and 0.321 for the log-transformed model. Despite
considerable uncertainty of the CUE values, it was possible to derive significant,
systematic, linear relationships between the four driver variables and CUE or ln
(CUE). Both model variants showed the same direction and similar magnitudes of
the effects. It can be concluded that CUE (or ln (CUE)) from a global dataset of a
large variety of forests is significantly positively affected by MAT, TAP and |lat|,
and significantly negatively affected by age. Even excluding from the analysis the
five tropical forest data with |lat| < 20 degrees did not alter significantly the
empirical relationship (Supplementary Table 5).
Because the parameters of the untransformed, additive model are much easier
to interpret, we use the additive model in the main text and use the log-
transformed model only as a confirmation of trends found in the additive model.
Outputs from TRENDY v.7. We used the simulations from eight Dynamic Global
Vegetation Models (DGVMs) performed in the framework of the TRENDY v.7
project2,67 (http://dgvm.ceh.ac.uk/node/9; data downloaded 27 November 2019).
Models that did not provide NPP and GPP at plant functional type level were
excluded because of the need to analyse CUE in forests without significant con-
tributions from shrubs, grassland or crops. The selection comprises the following
models: ISAM, JULES, LPJ-GUESS, CABLE-POP, ORCHIDEE, ORCHIDE-CNP,
JSBACH and SDGVM (for references on models see refs. 2,67 and Supplementary
Table 6). All the models represent the surface fluxes of CO2, water and the
dynamics of carbon pools in response to changes in climate, atmospheric CO2
concentration, and land-use change across a global grid. However, processes
underlying the exchanges of water and carbon are based on different formulations
in different models.
In the TRENDY protocol all DGVMs were forced with common historical
climate fields and atmospheric CO2 concentrations over the period from 1700 to
2017. Climate fields were taken from the CRU-JRA55 dataset2, whereas the time
series of atmospheric CO2 concentrations were derived from the combination of ice
core records and atmospheric observations. Land-use change was taken into
account in the simulations (S3). However, similar simulations without land-use
change (S2) were also tested, showing no differences. CUE was estimated as NPP/
GPP (where NPP is commonly obtained in models by subtracting Ra from GPP)
for the forest plant functional types simulated to be present in each grid cell. The
model outputs refer to the mean from 1995 to 2015 for comparability with the
records used when showing global land analysis (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 4).
At site level, the same dates as the observations were chosen from the model
outputs.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Data availability
All data supporting this study are available in the supplementary materials and are
publicly available at theZenodo repository (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3953478).
Correspondence and requests for additional materials should be addressed to A.C. and A.
I. Source data are provided with this paper.
Code availability
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